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Shai: All right everybody, welcome back to another episode of USU Rewind, hosted by your fellow CSUSM students where we'll talk about some of the awesome fun social distance adventures. My name is Shai, and I'll be your host for this episode. We are so excited to discuss safe and fun adventures around the area that we can all possibly enjoy. And we know you might be feeling a little down since we're not all back on campus, and you know, you're not able to meet new friends and meet new people, but we want to make you feel a little bit better by giving you some new ways to have fun and enjoy company safely. So, today we do have some new guests on the podcast this week. So, why don't you all introduce yourselves? How about, Mason, you go first.

Mason: All right, what's up you guys? I'm Mason, I'm a fourth year at Cal State. I'm a video and digital arts major. And you know, I just like adventuring, so this sounds like the perfect podcast for me to be on, and I'm stoked to talk about my adventures.

[Laughter]

Sebastian: I'm sorry, that was [inaudible]. What's up guys, I'm Sebastian. I'm a third-year marketing major. I work at the usu. Same thing, I'm just super stoked; we're going to talk about some adventures, and different ways to like, you know, not go crazy at home. So yeah.

Anastasia: Yes sir. Hi, everyone, I'm Anastasia; I'm a third-year political science major, and I work for USU live. So, that's super exciting. And I'm also super excited to talk about some adventures that I've been on, and just like my experience with the whole social distancing.

Shai: All right. Nice to meet our guest, nice to meet our guest. All right, so let's get into the, let's get into a question here. And let's talk about our favorite activity in the fall or winter. Sebastian, I feel like you have a fun activity that you like to do either in the fall or winter.

Sebastian: No. I mean, fall and winter is like a vibe.
>> Anastasia: A vibe.

>> Sebastian: It's like big bear vibe to me. So, basically, just like snowboarding. The waves are kicking in, I like surfing, too. You all surf?
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Mason, no Mason's got [inaudible].

>> Mason: Yeah you all don't get it; you all don't get it.

>> Anastasia: [Laughs] why?

>> Mason: You just don't surf. You don't get it if you don't surf.

>> Anastasia: Oh I thought you, okay, never mind.

>> Sebastian: Oh, I'm sorry, I apologize to the audience on behalf of Mason. If you do not surf, you are still cool. But yeah, no, literally, like fall and winter, oh my God. Oh my gosh, excuse me. I can't wait for Christmas. Dude, Christmas is such a vibe. Just like decorating, like my room, and like my car with Christmas lights. Hella well, kind of weird, I don't know. But honestly, isn't that, like no led lights, just like Christmas lights in my car. Have you ever done that?

>> Anastasia: No, I've never done that.

>> Shai: That's pretty sick. I've seen people do it on the roof of their car, it's pretty sick.

>> Mason: Okay, and then you like you go camping, and then like you see, I don't know if you've ever like car camped, and then you just like put a tarp over your car, cover the windows, so like no one's looking at you; that'll be kind of weird. And then you just have like all the Christmas lights on. Oh my gosh. No, I mean. [Laughing].

>> Anastasia: I've never gone camping.

>> Sebastian: You've never gone... Okay, what?

>> Anastasia: No, I've never gone. I feel like I'm not the kind of person to go camping. But I will try it one day, so we'll see.

>> Sebastian: Why have you not? Why? What kind of person are you?
Anastasia: I don't know, I just, my parents have never taken me camping and I've never been interested in going camping. I like, I need a shower next to me and like, I don't know, a place to sleep other than the outside.

Mason: That's where I feel like camping's different, because like especially in the fall and winter months, it's just like, you, like especially where we live, we just like live in a place where it's hot 24/7. So, whenever like I feel like I get the chance to like get out of that, or like I escape the heat, I automatically, like the foggy mornings, the rainy afternoons, you know? Like I just love getting out and like being in the nature with those, because you get like the different smells, different sights that you normally don't see, which is a great time for me.

Anastasia: Aw, that's so wholesome.

Sebastian: Mason, if you don't mind me asking, kind of relevant to your, what you just said, when's the last time you took a shower?

Mason: Last time I took a shower? [Laughter].

Sebastian: Yeah, when's the last time... I can smell you from here.

Mason: Really? Really?

Sebastian: And we're on Zoom. Yeah.

Mason: That's okay. It was a actually about a week ago, because I just went camping. No, I'm just kidding. I'm just kidding.

Anastasia: Yeah, Mason's actually camping right now.

Mason: I was camping, actually, last night, that's crazy that you say that.

Anastasia: Oh, wow.

Mason: I was up at palmer mountain, actually.


Mason: No, like Palomar mountain. Like the actual mountain. It's like over like in between Temecula and, where else, valley center.

Sebastian: I've seen your, yeah, I've seen your snapchats. Those look, that looks [inaudible].

Mason: No, it's so pretty up there. Especially, because when I was just up there, too, all the leaves were yellow and red, you know, like
those fall colors. It was just, it's like, it's like you said, it's such a vibe. It's just so different from what you see down here, usually.

>> Anastasia: See like, that's my favorite part about, like, I don't know, my favorite like season in general, or seasons, is like fall and winter. I don't know, I just like the cold weather. I go skiing a lot, like I grew up in like a skiing family; I love going to ski resorts. And like my birthday is coming up, so that's really exciting. I don't know, I just.

>> Shai: Happy early birthday, woo!

>> Anastasia: Thank you. I don't know, I'm just like...

>> Mason: Sweet 16?

>> Anastasia: No, [laughs]. I'm turning 20.

>> Shai: [inaudible] I feel like I'm tied between fall and winter. You know, I got my birthday in the wintertime; January 7th is my birthday, so it's coming up.

>> Mason: Coming up, coming up.

>> Sebastian: Have you all been to Tahoe? Sorry.

>> Shai: No, I wish though.

>> Anastasia: I haven't.

>> Mason: You know what? Let's stop the meeting, let's go right now.

>> Anastasia: Let's go right now. I've gone. [Multiple Speakers]. I've gone for Christmas one year, and it was actually really cool because it was like snowing on Christmas, so I got like one of those, I don't know, cliche Christmases I guess you could say.

>> Sebastian: Oh, what?
Anastasia: It was super cool. And we like went skiing and stuff.

Mason: Like the type of Christmases that you like see in the movies, or what? Like it's like snowing outside and stuff?

Anastasia: Yeah.

Sebastian: Like the grinch?

Anastasia: Yeah, I saw the grinch actually on the mountain.

Sebastian: You saw the actual grinch?

Anastasia: I did!

Sebastian: How? Wait, is he, how is he?

Anastasia: I don't know, he looks exactly like he does in the movie. I didn't want to bother him, though, [inaudible] kind of scared me. He was going [inaudible]. Yeah, he kind of does. All right. [Inaudible].

Shai: How about we get into some topics of, you know, where we've, how we've socially distanced during these, like you know, hard times, you know. I know, we all want to go out there and you know visit a lot of places. So, you know how have we been able to, you know, have adventures and be socially distant? Does any, you know, does anybody want to come in and say like, you know, what places they've been, or how they've been, how have they been able to manage during this time? Sebastian, have you been in any cool places recently?

Sebastian: Oh, yeah. I mean, ever since like quarantine started, I don't know if that's like, that's a good thing, but like I've just been taking road trips. Like, I went to big sur twice.

Anastasia: That's cool.

Sebastian: I went to Vegas. I went to Zion Bryce national park.

Anastasia: Wow.

Sebastian: The Grand Canyon. And like, honestly, like... Oh, Tahoe, too.

Mason: That's so cool.

Sebastian: And like these are just like all like; I usually just take like one or two friends, like the people like kind of in my household. And then we just mob out there, we just take that wrangler,
terrible on gas.

>> Anastasia: I can imagine.

>> Sebastian: Check engine's on, too. Yeah. Don't recommend taking a wrangler. But yeah, so like, literally just like being able to do that has like, quarantine has like gave me an opportunity to like travel so many places. So, yeah. I don't know; what about you guys?

>> Mason: I don't know, I feel like for me personally, it's like especially being trapped in like my house I just feel like I've been here for so long. And it's just like so tiring. My motivation for everything is just so low because it's like, if I need to do work or homework, it's like where am I supposed to go to do it? I have no clue where to go. So, one of my, and this is exactly why I was actually camping last night is because I love just getting out of, out of like all the chaos of it to like a place where it's safe, but I can like still not think about it really. Because it's just more open, there's no nobody really around, and I love just going to those places. So, like yeah, like Palomar mountain. I honestly, it's about an hour drive away, but I'll, I'll mean, I'll be up at 11 o'clock at night and if I can't sleep and I know I have stuff to do I'm just like you know what, I'm just going to head up there real quick and just do my stuff real quick.

>> Anastasia: No way.

>> Mason: Yeah. And it's just like, I've also, yeah, I've taken a few road trips as well. Just like, again, with like close people in my life, and it's just always good to get away from the mess that we're in right now.

>> Shai: Oh, for real. I feel that. I'm actually going camping this weekend up in laguna mountain. And it's supposed to snow this weekend, so I'm like super excited, you know. It's nice to just get away. So, hey, sometimes though you know, during this like difficult times, like you just have to disconnect and not have your phone on you. Not having, you know, if you have a break between assignments go out for a day or two and you know just enjoy nature. There's a couple of hikes out there. So, if I like it, you know, I'll come back and I'll suggest that place to go camping. So, I'm super excited to try new places to go camping.

>> Mason: Please let me know how that is, because I would definitely love to go up there.

>> Sebastian: Hey, make sure you wear your mask, right?

>> Anastasia: Yeah.
Shai: Yeah, always got to mask up, mask up.

Sebastian: Honestly, look has anyone else like been getting like low-key acne from these masks, or just me? Like, I literally like, oh it's so annoying. I don't know if anyone can relate, but like. A couple pimples here and there.

Anastasia: I completely feel that. I feel like it definitely like irritates your face, so I try not, I don't.

Shai: Yeah. Tip: Wear moisturizer, like right before you put on your mask put like moisturizer on, and then put your mask on; saves the day. [Multiple speakers]. Yeah, it's like, it literally just keeps you like, because you know you sweat and like it keeps it trapped, or all your oils from your skin like are trapped. If you put moisturizer on. Some people put Vaseline, but I don't know, you know, how you feel about that. But some moisturizer, some facial moisturizer for the day, it should save you.

Sebastian: Well like also, like, I think like washing your mask all the time, like low-key helps.

Anastasia: Yeah, that's so true.

Mason: Yeah you ever like put on a mask or like see a mask where it's just like brown and like dirty? Like, yeah, like I mean. Like it's stuff, I've seen like the little tint of it on mine, and I'm just like this just it seems so unsafe to breathe because it's just like dirt like sitting in there. But like you just got to keep washing them and yeah.

Anastasia: So, because like we're talking about like masks and stuff, I feel like I've been like, I don't know, I've been traveling around like California like all of you, except I haven't been doing any camping which all you all have in common, and I wish I would do that. But you know what? It's really not me, but I will try it someday, one day. I'll let all of you all know. But I have definitely noticed like wherever I go everyone handles like Covid a little bit differently. Like one of my absolute best friends lives in LA so I've been going out to visit her a lot, especially because LA has been so empty. Like ever since quarantine started.

Mason: Really?

Anastasia: Yeah, and it's so strange though. Well, it's not strange, it's actually really cool, but you would, my parents were always a little bit like weird for me to actually go over there because they were thinking like oh like it's a big city, like maybe it's unsafe. With like corona and stuff and maybe people aren't taking it as seriously but people in LA have taken it so seriously in my
opinion. Like if you're outside, literally walking your dog or like running around, everyone's wearing masks. And if you do not wear one, like they'll say something to you, and they're not afraid to say something to you. So, like that has been so interesting to me.

>> Shai: I think it's important to you know like know like the different areas because like, you know, I mean like you could go to San Diego and like people are different in the area. So, I think it's also important to like you know be aware, like you said, like be aware of like, if you're in this city or county like know how like some code restrictions are. So, like always be very aware of your surroundings and stuff.

>> Anastasia: That's so true.

>> Sebastian: How do you guys feel, how do you feel when like you see someone without a mask? Like right next to you? Like do you get mad? Or like is that like low-key inconsiderate?

>> Anastasia: Like in public? Like would you say like...

>> Sebastian: Yeah, yeah.

>> Anastasia: You're like walking around out, like at the beach or something? Or like, what do you mean?

>> Sebastian: Sure, we'll go to the beach. I guess that's kind of different though, like no one wears [inaudible].

>> Mason: One thing that I have seen that I feel like is a little bit inconsiderate is, because you know like if you were to ever go somewhere and you need a mask on, right after you leave that place, I'll see people like without masks on. And it's like that's the one thing, is like, once they like leave, but they're still like in a public area, like and they still like, they take them off, that's the one part where I feel like people are not really caring.

>> Sebastian: Dude, that just, that reminds me. I went to target, like last week, and I like forgot a mask, and I didn't know they provide masks like in the store as well. So, like I literally had no other like choice but to like, I had like a plastic bag in my car. So, I was like wearing a plastic bag like around my whole face, and I just [inaudible] looked like a goon. But yeah, L-O-L.

>> Anastasia: You got to get creative somehow.

>> Shai: Yeah. I mean I feel like there's like a lot of different ways to be creative during this time. And I feel like with me I'm like there was a time where I'm like what do I do? I'm tired of sitting in my house, you know? Like obviously like you know I felt it's safe to
stay inside my house, but I was like how can I like be creative and engage with new people? And like, or like my friends. And so like we kind of came up with different ways. Like why don't we, like instead of doing homework at home together, why don't we go and go to grab a bite to eat, like take out from a restaurant and go sit at the beach, and do our homework. Like change of setting I feel like is like important. Like it's an adventure. You all can you know listen to some tunes on the way to the beach, and vibe. Or even just like having like some family members over, or friends, and just having like a little bonfire, and just hanging out. Because I feel like, right now, like being social and still engaging in conversation is important and stuff.

>> Mason: Yeah like one thing that actually made me think about, or that you brought up, that made me think about was like, I feel like I've gotten a lot closer to people because of the people I'm surrounded with, I'm spending a lot more time with. And it's a cursing and a blessing, obviously. But it's always, it's so cool because I feel like I know so much more about people, and I feel like I can... The people I have been surrounded with are like people I really trust, and like really love.

>> Anastasia: Yeah, absolutely. It's so interesting to me though, because I feel like right when like quarantine started, we were all like pretty much stuck in our house, not really knowing what to do. And once we like started socializing with people that are close to us, we were like wait, how do I socialize again? But then like we've all gotten so close to the people that we've been around, so that's a really cool point, Mason. [Inaudible].

>> Shai: No, I feel that. There's times where I'm like how do I talk to a new person? Or there's an awkward time where like you run into someone like you haven't seen and you're like do I give shake their hand, do I give them a hug? Do you like, just like.

>> Anastasia: Yeah!

>> Shai: It's just like weird social cues, you know? Because like, there's times where I'm like, oh my neighbor, or something like knocks on my door or like says hi, and I'm like do I shake your hand? Like is that weird? Like are we not supposed to do that? Like it's just weird to have to adapt to that kind of stuff.

>> Mason: Yeah, totally. I actually have a very specific instance I'm going to like sum it up really quick but I had one of my favorite teachers in high school, all right, I was grocery shopping and I saw him at Walmart. And I hadn't seen him in I don't know maybe like five years. And I was like, I don't know what to do. Like I like walked up to him, but then like took a step back, but it just, it was such an awkward interaction that it was like. It's just, I feel like it's
socializing is at such a pivotal point because nobody really knows how to like properly do it yet, because it's we just don't know what's happening.

>> Anastasia: That's so true. I was at the hair salon the other day, and my hair salon's in Carlsbad, and I live in Yucaipa which is pretty far away, maybe like two hours away. But I was also, I made it a little like trip, like I guess you can call it little quarantine adventure where I went to go visit some close friends while I was in like Carlsbad. But after like my hairstylist did my hair, like I'm close to her, and I was like can I hug you? Because I like did not know what to do because it was that awkward moment when I was just about to like leave and I was like, I asked, I was like can I hug you? She's like oh my gosh, yes. Like she was like I need like some kind of like interaction with someone. And I was like oh my gosh. Like it's gotten to that point.

>> Mason: It's crazy.

>> Shai: Social interactions are already difficult when you're meeting someone, or like you know what I mean? [Inaudible] ten times worse. But I mean, like I said, like we're continuing to like find different ways to interact with people, find new ways to be creative. And even like mentioning like finding new areas that are you know still being safe. For example, like I know Sebastian earlier mentioned you know taking road trips. Yosemite, up north, just announced that they're no longer like accepting like, they don't you don't have to have a reservation to go up there to visit their national parks. So, grab your best friend, grab your family member, head up to Yosemite; it's beautiful. I've been, I don't know if you have some of you all been, but it's a beautiful site, definitely a place to visit.

>> Mason: I mean, especially with these like fall and winter colors coming in, that's the place to be. That's where you really experience the seasons up there, probably.

>> Anastasia: Really? Oh, see I need to do this kind of stuff. I'm so used to like, my family loves going on like annual trips, like to Europe and stuff like that. Just, I don't know, they just love going to places like that. So, I've never really gotten the experience to like go around California, or like stay in the states and like go on trips. So, I feel like I've kind of taken advantage of it, like I've been going to San Luis Obispo, and like big sur and stuff like that. But I feel like I need to take it a little further.

>> Mason: Yeah, and but like, to be to be fair, it's like also such like a thing. Because, as we've been trapped at home, I've found so many random things to do at home. Like I don't know if you all know what a rube... A Rube Goldberg machine is. But it's like one of those things that like you like hit a domino, and then it hits like a switch
or something, and then it will like trigger something else, and then. So, I actually made one from... Because I live in like a two-story apartment, I made one from one side of the house on the first story that went all the way down to the kitchen on, or sorry, on the second story, all the way down to the kitchen on the first story. And it was just so much fun. And then also, on top of that, I've been like getting into cooking actually, because I just feel like I have so much free time. And it's actually been so much fun. Because it's like I'll grab something, and I'm like you know what, I don't know how to make this but then you know I mess up one time but then I'll learn. And then I have like, since I'm always at home, I'll just go back and like try something else with like different seasonings or something and see if I like that. So, it's been it's been like an internal, external journey through this whole thing.

>> Anastasia: Yeah.

>> Sebastian: I do not know how to cook. [Laughter]. How do you cook? I know how to make cereal, and like maybe eggs. But like, I can't even, like I can't even put like my peanut butter on my toast right.

>> Anastasia: Oh my god.

>> Sebastian: It just gets everywhere, and that's how bad I am, like.

>> Anastasia: Practice.

>> Sebastian: No. [Laughter]. Is your, okay, I mean, okay I want to, but like that takes time. And like I'd rather just like go to Jack in the Box.

>> Mason: Yeah, but this is like the perfect time to like actually practice like cooking. Like we have no...

>> Mason: Hey man. I mean I'm trying here, right?

>> Anastasia: I kind of get where Sebastian is [inaudible] I kind of get where Sebastian is coming from because sometimes like I'll be at home for like the majority of the week, and I'm like I need to drive somewhere to get food. Like, that's like my little like adventure for the week. Like, and I don't know, it's like a little reward after like an essay or something. And I get so excited to like drive to Starbucks, especially like in fall and stuff. And like get a, get some kind of like fall like inspired drink and then.

>> Mason: Some pumpkin spice latte?

>> Anastasia: Yeah. And like driving home.
>> Anastasia: Yeah.

>> Sebastian: Major question.

>> Anastasia: What's your question?

>> Sebastian: Okay, serious question. Ketchup on eggs: Yes or no?

>> Mason: No.

>> Sebastian: What?

>> Anastasia: Yes!

>> Sebastian: No, all right, everyone get out. Everyone get out. This is, podcast over. [Laughter].

>> Shai: Honestly, I don't like ketchup at all. I put ketchup on nothing.

>> Mason: Okay, I'm the same way as Shai. I also don't like ketchup, period.

>> Sebastian: You guys, oh my gosh.

>> Anastasia: Well, Sebastian, I'm on your side on this one.
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>> Anastasia: Thank you.

>> Sebastian: Hey, take that back.

>> Anastasia: [inaudible]. That's not allowed; please stop. Wait, actually I have a question. This is a, this is completely different from what the questions Sebastian just asked. But do you all like the ocean better, or like the mountains?

>> Mason: This is a question I've debated for a really long time. And because I've debated it for so long, I do have an answer for it, actually.

>> Anastasia: I'm excited [inaudible].

>> Mason: For me personally.

>> Shai: Mason, let's hear it.
>> Mason: So, I think, because I always think about living, like long term first of all, I love the mountains, it's such a nice place to visit. But I'd much rather live by the beach. However, the mountains is so different than the beach that you can't really compare them because they're just different vibes. It's like trying to compare summer with fall or winter, like they're just different. Like I love both of them equally, because they both have their like advantages.

>> Shai: Yeah, I feel like right now like for me, like okay, like if we're talking about seasons, like what type of adventures I want to go on? Like I want to go to the mountains. Like I said, I'm going to mount laguna. Like I want to do like those type of things. Like I want to go to the snow, and stuff like that. But I'm also like, I love the beach. So, it's so hard because it's like, I'm tied. But I get what you mean Mason. Like there's just, they're just [inaudible].

>> Mason: It's like, you know at like the end of the winter when you're just like I want those hot summer days to just be chilling by the beach. And then at the end of summer, sometimes, you're just like you know what I just wanted to rain, I wanted to have those moody days where I just kind of sit by the fire and drink a nice glass of hot cocoa or something.

>> Anastasia: Yeah, no that's, that's so true. I personally, I'm the same way, like I think I would rather like live near the beach. But if I were to choose one, honestly, if someone was like oh like what do you want to do today, like we could either go to the beach or to the mountains, the mountains like are closer to me personally. Just because like I live at the base of big bear pretty much. So, I can just drive up the hill, like there's a lake and stuff like that. So, I really like the whole like mountain vibe, and just like the feeling of them. I don't know, I feel like there's a whole like, there's a really cool ambiance when you're like in the mountains, or like, I don't know, I just really like the mountains, personally.

>> Sebastian: Mount Everest bucket list, who's with me?

>> Shai: For real though, you know what? Why not.

>> Sebastian: Don't say no, yeah exactly. Like so, what I heard, I know it takes like a couple weeks to get up there. But like, think about it, once you're up there like you've...

>> Shai: [inaudible] picture though.

>> Sebastian: I do it for the Instagram, I don't care about anything else.

>> Multiple: Do it for the Gram.
>> Anastasia: It's a really cool story.
>> Mason: That's a mission, though. You need to like train for that and everything.
>> Anastasia: No, absolutely.
>> Sebastian: No, I know. I bike 10 minutes a day. [Laughter].
>> Anastasia: You bike 10 minutes a day? Do you really?
>> Sebastian: I worked out the other day.
>> Mason: [inaudible] hot southern California heat.
>> Sebastian: Exactly.
>> Anastasia: Hard time believing that.
>> Anastasia: Oh no.
>> Sebastian: I'm blocking you.
>> Anastasia: Okay.
>> Sebastian: Exactly.
>> Anastasia: That's okay.
>> Sebastian: Don't mess with me.
>> Anastasia: Okay.

>> Shai: All right, well I know this time, you know, going into like the winter months, it's nice to kind of unwind and kind of kick back. Especially since we're almost to the end of the semester, we're almost there, so I know all of us are just looking forward to the holidays and unwinding. So, that kind of relates the question of the week where we ask the student to submit a question via Instagram, and we pick one person to answer that question; we give them a shout out. So, this week question was: How do you unwind and get a break from school, or work? And we had a response who came from, her Instagram handle is @christinarats. So, shout out to @christinarats. And she says one way [inaudible] one way she unwind is she listens to some music and puts on a face mask. To me that sounds like a fun time.

>> Anastasia: I feel that.
Sebastian: Got to mask up [inaudible]. [Laughter].

Mason: What better way to mask up than to listen to music while doing it?

Anastasia: [inaudible]. You did something there.

Sebastian: Some synth music, or what? [Multiple speakers].

Mason: It's becoming simp season.

Shai: It is, it really is.

Sebastian: No! No!

Shai: Some long drives by the beach, you know, windows down.

Anastasia: There you go, now we're talking.

Sebastian: Three a.m., You just left the beach. Oh, gosh.

Shai: That cold air hits your face.

Mason: Cold ocean breeze.

Sebastian: It's 3 a.m. You're about to go to McD's, on your way to the beach, just ordered a double whopper junior. [Laughter]. I don't know if that's a thing. Just order the Travis Scott burger. Have you guys, okay, sorry. Totally unrelated. Have you tried the Travis Scott burger? Is that?

Sebastian: I have not. I'm vegetarian, Sebastian.

Mason: I got it. I didn't get it.

Sebastian: Yay or nay?

Mason: It's like a double quarter pounder, I don't know, whatever it is, it's the same as like a regular McDonald's order, it's just whatever Travis Scott ordered from McDonald's.

Sebastian: That's, okay.

Shai: Honestly, there's nothing new about it.

Anastasia: Oh my god.

Sebastian: There's what?
>> Shai: I said there's really nothing new about it. I mean I know they have like the J Balvin meal or whatever. They're just... [Multiple speakers].

>> Sebastian: They should have a Sebastian meal.

>> Mason: What would the Sebastian meal be?

>> Sebastian: I don't know. Undercooked, probably. [Laughter].

>> Mason: A 40 pack of chicken nuggets.

>> Anastasia: It'll be a reflection of your cooking. [Laughter].

>> Sebastian: It'll be the frozen patties, just straight frozen. I'm dissing myself. Why am I here? Okay. I'm done.

>> Mason: You get a bag of frozen fries. [Laughter].

>> Sebastian: Thanks guys, I appreciate it. Not, now I know who my true friends are.

>> Mason: Which is none of us. Like what?

>> Sebastian: Damn it. I'm working on it; I'm working on it.

>> Shai: That was a fun question, that was a fun question. So, if you want to be featured in our next podcast question of the week, make sure you follow @csusmusu on Instagram. Just submit some questions. Also, check out our Instagram if you want to see some upcoming events that we have during this semester. An event that we have coming up is Friday Flow on November 13th, you all can come out, get some yoga exercises, unwind, and relax on a nice Friday morning. So, make sure you all come out for that. But we want to say thank you so much for listening to us USU Rewind. To catch up on our events, remember to follow us, check our Instagram, check out what we're doing, and have a great rest of your week.

>> Anastasia: Bye everyone.

>> Mason: Take it easy.

>> Sebastian: Peace out.
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